Clinical and anatomical predictors for freezing of gait and falls after subthalamic deep brain stimulation in Parkinson's disease patients.
Freezing of gait (FOG) and falls are the most disabling motor symptoms in Parkinson's disease (PD) patients. The effects of subthalamic deep-brain-stimulation (STN-DBS) on FOG and falls are still a matter of controversy, and factors contributing to their outcome have yet to be defined. We examined the relationship between FOG and falls after STN-DBS and preoperative clinical features, MRI voxel-based-morphometry (VBM) analysis and statistical mapping of electrode locations. 331 patients (age at surgery = 57.7 ± 8.4 years; disease duration = 12.5 ± 5 years) were included in the final analysis, with VBM analysis in 151 patients. After surgery, FOG was aggravated in 93 patients and falls in 75 patients. After surgery, FOG severity was related to its level before surgery without dopaminergic treatment, the dopaminergic treatment dosage and severity of motor fluctuations after surgery; and falls severity to lower postoperative cognitive performance. VBM analyses revealed that, relative to other patient groups, patients with FOG worsening had putamen grey matter density decrease, and fallers patients a left postcentral gyrus atrophy. The best effects of STN-DBS on FOG and falls were associated with the location of contacts within the STN, but no specific location related to aggravation. FOG and falls are reduced after STN-DBS in about 1/3 of patients, with the best effects obtained for electrodes located within the STN. Clinicians should be aware that, after STN-DBS, FOG severity is related to preoperative FOG severity whatever its dopa-sensitivity; and falls to lower postoperative cognitive performance; and atrophy of cortico-subcortical brain areas.